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A²-PROGRAMME

Are you a young company bent on rapid growth? Or are you an esta-

blished companies looking for new ideas and products? Let our A² pro-

gramme inspire you. Implement joint pilot projects and new business 

ideas. WISTA Management GmbH takes care of organises the entire 

A² programme from A to Z, while our industry partners and start-ups 

focus on their business.

WISTA’s start-up centres and innovation projects in Berlin 
offer not only room to grow for young companies but also 
tailor-made services in a network geared towards business 
development. Here is an initial overview of all our relevant 
funding opportunities.

ADLERSHOF FOUNDER’S LAB 
(GRÜNDUNGSWERKSTATT- GWA)

Do you have an idea that you want to develop with a team? We offer 

an opportunity for one-year funding at the Adlershof Founder’s Lab to 

take your idea to the next level. The AFL is funded as part of Berlin’s 

“Startup Incubator” with funds from the European Union (European 

Social Fund) and the State of Berlin. In addition to financial support, 

our funding teams receive access to workshops and coaching on busi-

ness founding topics.

WISTA-COWORKING-SPACE

Are you looking for a flexible workplace that is also a platform for crea-

ting contacts and cooperation?  We have 550 square metres of space 

for prospective business founders, students, project groups from re-

search institutes, and companies. The immediate vicinity to Adlershof’s 

network of science, research, and industry creates a unique climate 

for innovation. Workplaces are let out on a monthly or per-day basis at 

attractive rates. Work in a creative space, not an open-plan office.

@ Yvonne Plaschnick |  +49 30 6392-2240  |  a2@wista.de

Efficient and tailored to your project

@ Marina Salmon |  +49 30 6392-2283  |  gwa@wista.de

@ Marina Salmon |  +49 30 6392-2283  |  coworking@wista.de
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